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Abstract: Real-time magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) speech production data have expanded the understanding of vocal tract actions.
This letter presents an Automatic Centroid Tracking tool, ACT, which
obtains both spatial and temporal information characterizing multidirectional articulatory movement. ACT auto-segments an articulatory
object composed of connected pixels in a real-time MRI video, by finding its intensity centroids over time and returns kinematic profiles
including direction and magnitude information of the object. This letter
discusses the utility of ACT, which outperforms other similar object
tracking techniques, by demonstrating its successful online tracking of
vertical larynx movement. ACT can be deployed generally for dynamic
image processing and analysis.
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1. Introduction
Speech production data acquired using real-time Magnetic Resonance Imaging
(rtMRI) have expanded our understanding of the articulatory dynamics of the vocal
tract (Bresch and Narayanan, 2009; Lammert et al., 2010, 2013; Tilsen et al., 2016).
Several techniques such as grid-based analysis (Proctor et al., 2010; Lammert et al.,
2013; Kim et al., 2014), region segmentation (Silva and Teixeira, 2015; Toutios and
Narayanan, 2015; Labrunie et al., 2018), and region-of-interest (ROI) analysis
(Lammert et al., 2010, 2013; Proctor et al., 2011) have been used for processing and
analyzing midsagittal behavior of the speech articulators. These techniques are well
suited for quantifying articulatory movements of speech constriction actions and/or
locating where such actions are manifested (e.g., place and manner of articulation/constriction location and degree).
However, the above methods may not be ideal for quantifying spatial information of (non-constriction) articulatory movements. For example, ROI techniques that
use aggregating measures of pixel intensity in a fixed region, which is placed in reference to a passive articulatory structure, do not track the actual spatial change (e.g., in
millimeters) traversed by a specific active articulatory structure. Thus, despite its adequateness in quantifying constriction-oriented articulatory actions, ROI analysis is not
optimal for quantifying the direction and magnitude of actions of articulatory structures not engaged in forming a constriction. Movements of the velum and larynx, for
example, are not characterized as having a linguistically specified constriction formation and release in the vocal tract (e.g., upward and downward movements of the
larynx are achieved by raising or lowering the position of the larynx from one nonspecific position to another non-specific position, not by moving the larynx toward a
certain specified point or “place of articulation” in the vocal tract.). That is, speechrelated laryngeal actions include upward and downward movements of the larynx (e.g.,
associated with tones or glottalic consonants); and the velum lowers during the articulation of nasals, and exactly where the lowered velum is positioned or reaches is not
crucial for the creation of nasality (nasal airflow) if the action itself is of sufficient
magnitude.1 Moreover, while region segmentation and grid-based analyses can indeed
provide adequate dynamic information, previous studies with such methods have
not explicitly measured vertical larynx movement (Bresch and Narayanan, 2009;
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Toutios and Narayanan, 2015; Labrunie et al., 2018). In addition, the methods used in
those studies involve a substantial amount of manual outlining and correction, which
makes the data processing and analysis inefficient and less reliable.
In order to quantify non-constriction-based articulatory actions, this work
presents a newly developed Automatic Centroid Tracking tool, ACT, deployed in
MATLAB that finds time-varying pixel intensity centroids of a moving articulator in a
rtMRI video [ACT is a MATLAB graphical user interface (GUI) available free of cost;2
for details, see Sec. 3]. Intensity centroids are spatial positions in the image (cf.
Tilsen et al., 2016; Oh et al., 2017), which are different from aggregating measures of
pixel intensity used in ROI techniques (Lammert et al., 2010, 2013). Mean pixel
intensity is an abstract measure that cannot be directly converted to any geometrical
units. On the other hand, an intensity centroid—the intensity-weighted average spatial position of an articulatory object3—represents the mean spatial location of tissue
found in a defined region. The centroid value reflects the center position of the autosegmented articulator in the region, and changes in the centroid value over time estimate the direction and magnitude of articulator motion in the selected region.
Therefore, speech actions that are mainly characterized by directionality and magnitude, such as vertical larynx movement, can be better understood with centroid analysis given the spatiotemporal information it provides. The current tool, which is
informed by the application of a centroid tracking method for oral constriction gestures introduced in Tilsen et al. (2016), is designed to track multi-directional movements of an articulatory object such as the larynx and velum. While the method used
in Tilsen et al. (2016) calculates regions with reference to manual estimations of anatomical landmark labeling and contour drawing, our tool algorithmically segments
an articulatory object, offering a more reliable basis for directional movement tracking. As an example of its application, we present the ACT tool’s utility in characterizing the vertical aspect of larynx movement in rtMRI speech production data (Sec.
4) in which the locally defined region corresponds to the area of the image around
the larynx. The vertical trajectory of the centroid can be interpreted as vertical larynx
movement.
While there are various ways of quantifying the position and movement of the
larynx in image data (Bresch and Narayanan, 2009; Honda et al., 1999; Proctor et al.,
2013; Toutios and Narayanan, 2015; Labrunie et al., 2018), using these methods can
be computationally intensive and often demands a large amount of manual input by
the user before automatic data processing becomes possible. For example, the method
used in Honda et al. (1999) requires the user to manually trace visible outlines of the
cricoid cartilage, and then the vertical larynx position can be identified by the rotation
angle of the cricoid cartilage. In Proctor et al. (2013), the end points of a larynx outline are selected manually at frames that visually have the lowest and highest larynx
positions to calculate vertical larynx displacement.
The study of Oh et al. (2017) directly compares the region segmentation
method (Bresch and Narayanan, 2009; Toutios and Narayanan, 2015) with the current
centroid tracking method. The results of the two methods are comparable (though
greater displacement values of the same articulatory movement are observed with
ACT), and the centroid analysis method performs much faster than the region segmentation method done with factor analysis. Moreover, the previous studies employ either
static or non-dynamic methods that do not allow tracking of the larynx movement trajectories (Honda et al., 1999; Proctor et al., 2013). As such, quantifying larynx movement from dynamic vocal tract MRI has not been satisfactorily established. The present study proposes a novel method that automatically records time-varying changes in
movement trajectories of the larynx from dynamic MRI data, further enabling research
on dynamic relations (i.e., timing and coordination) between supralaryngeal and laryngeal articulators.
While the larynx as a highly multi-functional speech articulator seems to
exhibit linguistically significant actions, giving rise to variations in voicing, pitch, tenseness, aspiration, etc., little has been known about the temporal and spatial dynamics
of laryngeal movement in speech sounds (whether segmental or tonal). In large measure this is due to a dearth of appropriate imaging data and of concomitant efficient
image processing methods, including direct methods of tracking and quantifying larynx
movement. This paper introduces a tool that tracks objects’ geometric center-points
(i.e., centroids) in image sequences. The tool is highly automated, with a simple manual selection of the region in which the moving object of interest resides, and is timeefficient for processing time-series image data. In what follows, we introduce the
rtMRI centroid tracking tool, exemplify how the ACT tool is used in investigating the
J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 144 (4), October 2018
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vertical aspect of larynx movement, and suggest broader applications in dynamic
image processing and analysis.
2. rtMRI data acquisition
The data that will serve as a testbed to exemplify the ACT tool are rtMRI data of the
midsagittal vocal tract and audio data simultaneously acquired using a custom rtMRI
protocol as detailed in Toutios and Narayanan (2016) with an effective frame rate of
83.3 frames/s.
3. ACT for image processing and analysis
3.1 Overview
We introduce a MATLAB GUI tool that exploits a centroid tracking technique.4 The
proposed object tracking tool, ACT, is designed to automatically capture speech articulator action in rtMRI data. This tool is well suited for tracking moving objects in a
specified image region, ideally in a gray scale video. ACT tracks the time-varying pixel
intensity centroid of the object of interest in a manually selected ROI [currently rectangular, as in Fig. 1(a)]. Once the ROI is defined, the algorithm detects any objects that
are composed of connected pixels brighter than a fixed intensity threshold within the
given ROI. Then, the user selects the initial seed, which becomes a reference point to
algorithmically find the first centroid of the object of interest among the autosegmented objects [Fig. 1(b)]. Based on the information from the user-selected ROI
and initial seed, the time-varying centroids of the object are automatically calculated
for a given video file. Object segmentation and centroid tracking are processed simultaneously, thus speeding the overall tool application. The output trajectories of the centroids are useful for analyzing kinematics of articulatory objects.
3.2 Region placement
In this study, ACT is used to obtain the kinematic profiles of vertical larynx movement. A fixed rectangular ROI for the larynx is selected based on each speaker’s cervical vertebra locations [e.g., between the midline of their 2nd cervical vertebra (C-2)
and the bottom line of the 4th cervical vertebra (C-4); Fig. 1(a)]. In this implementation, the right side of the larynx region was always aligned with the rear pharyngeal
wall, and the dimensions of the larynx ROI were the width of 3 to 4 pixels and the
height of 11 to 16 pixels, which for each subject were tall enough to include the highest
and lowest positions of the larynx and narrow enough to exclude most of the intruding
tongue root inside the ROI. To clarify, within a specified ROI there may be other
articulator objects in addition to the larynx object of interest (namely, tongue root
and/or epiglottis); an initial seed selection informs which object to process in calculating subsequent centroids [indicated by a yellow asterisk [*] in Figs. 1(b)–1(c)]. Thus, in
order to capture only the movement of the object of interest and to avoid spurious centroid weighting generated by any other intruding objects that may come into the ROI,
the user needs to appropriately designate a region and a seed within the region. In
cases when two articulators may make contact within the selected ROI, the centroid
tracking could be erroneous, as the two distinct articulators are highly likely to be
identified as a single object. To avoid such an error, a more restricted ROI, though
compromising some small part of the object of interest (e.g., 1 to 2 pixel-wide horizontal portion of the larynx) over a few frames, might be appropriate. However, the effect
of such a region placement on centroid tracking over a very short period of time is
negligible, as such faulty fluctuations in the output trajectory are smoothed taking the
neighboring values of the correctly tracked centroids into account (smoothing details
described in Sec. 3.3).

Fig. 1. (Color online) Example processing steps of object segmentation and centroid tracking in ACT (a userselected seed is indicated by a yellow asterisk [*]).
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3.3 Object segmentation and centroid tracking algorithms
Given the user-indicated ROI and seed, the centroids of the object are automatically
calculated for each frame over time using the following protocol. First, a binary (0, 1)
matrix is calculated in order to capture the number of objects within the ROI. Based
on each pixel’s intensity values in an ROI, a binary matrix is generated by assigning 1
to pixels brighter than an intensity threshold and 0 otherwise. The intensity threshold is
by default defined as a 95% confidence interval of the z-score (z > 0.8225). This binary
matrix of zeros and ones is then used to get connected components (i.e., objects) in the
ROI using the flood-fill algorithm (Yapa and Koichi, 2007). In other words, in identifying the number of objects in the ROI, any two adjacent pixels assigned a 1 constitute a
part of a single connected component; therefore, an object is composed of a sequence
of pixels assigned “1.” Then, the intensity-weighted centroid of each connected component is calculated, and the centroid that has the closest Euclidean distance from the
seed is tracked as the centroid of the first frame [Fig. 1(c)]. In subsequent frames, the
closest centroid from the immediately preceding centroid is set as the current centroid
of a given frame. The resulting output returns both horizontal and vertical centroid values (i.e., x and y coordinates) of each frame. Finally, in order to reduce noise and
faulty intensity fluctuations, the trajectories of the vertical larynx position are smoothed
by a LOESS smoothing (i.e., a locally weighted scatter plot smoothing method) using a
quadratic polynomial regression model with a local span of data points [30 was used
for the Hausa and International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) datasets below and 50 for the
Korean dataset] (Cleveland and Devlin, 1988).
3.4 User interface and data analysis
Once the video data are loaded in the MATLAB workspace, the user is prompted to
define a local region and place a seed on a mean reference image, which displays the
average pixel intensity values of an entire video. By way of example in Fig. 2, we use
publicly available rtMRI data of phoneticians producing the sounds of the IPA
(Toutios et al., 2016)5 to illustrate how ACT tracks moving objects in a sequence of
images. Figure 2 shows a sample centroid tracking analysis using ACT. The example
image used is the midsagittal view of a phonetician producing a voiced velar implosive
in a VCV sequence (/AA/). The utility of looking at the production of a glottalic consonant is that it critically involves vertical movement of the larynx (i.e., lowering in
the case of an implosive).
Figure 2 shows how ACT records changes in the vertical larynx centroid values (in millimeters) over the course of 92 image frames. Based on the user-selected
ROI, which is indicated by the yellow outlined rectangles in the left figure panel, ACT
returns: a zoomed-in ROI image with the online tracking of the larynx object (a light
gray pixelated object), its current centroid (red dot), and previous centroids (blue dots)
at each frame. As shown in the zoomed-in ROI images, based on the algorithm
explained above (Sec. 3.3) only the larynx object is tracked for the centroid weight calculation, while disregarding the centroids of the other articulatory objects invading the
ROI. While executing ACT, the user can visually check how the larynx centroid at
each frame is tracked (i.e., the frame-by-frame completion of the blue centroid

Fig. 2. (Color online) Sample visualization of ACT tracking of the vertical larynx movement during the production of /AA/ (ROI size: 12 [width]  40 [height] (in millimeters); rtMRI IPA data available online at http://sail.
usc.edu/span/rtmri_ipa).
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trajectory in the right figure panel). The resulting trajectory of vertical larynx movement that ACT generates can be saved for further analysis of inter-articulatory timing
or articulatory-acoustic interface. For example, the output centroid values of the larynx (Fig. 2, right panel) can be temporally aligned with other types of time-series data
such as the other co-existing articulatory signals and/or the corresponding acoustic
signal.
4. Two testbeds
This section presents linguistic application examples from two sets of natural speech
rtMRI data—in Seoul Korean and Hausa. These articulatory datasets serve as excellent testbeds for how the ACT tool enables a systematic linguistic analysis, as vertical
larynx movement is critical to the realization of tone characterizing the contemporary
Korean stop consonants and to the realization of the glottalic airstream mechanism
used for the implosive and ejective consonants of Hausa.
4.1 Tense and lax stop consonants in Korean
In younger-generation speakers of Seoul Korean, the tense (aspirated /ph/, fortis /p*/)
and lax (lenis /p/, nasal /m/) stops are distinguished by high and low fundamental frequency (f 0), respectively (Silva, 2006; Lee, 2018). The rtMRI data reported here (a subset of data presented in Lee, 2018) were obtained from three Seoul Korean speakers (2
females and 1 male) producing sentences with varying consonants (tense stops /ph, p*/
vs lax stops /p, m/). The vertical position of the larynx at each image frame was
obtained using ACT, and f 0 during voiced intervals of the recorded speech was automatically tracked using Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2018). Then, the f 0 values and
the corresponding vertical larynx centroid values at f 0 peaks were analyzed to assess a
correlation between the measures and to test whether the tense and lax consonants are
distinguished by both f 0 and the tracked vertical larynx movement.
Figure 3(a) presents results from one speaker (female) to exemplify ACT’s utility. A strong positive correlation between the two measures is observed [r ¼ 0.769 at
p < 0.05; Fig. 3(a)]. Moreover, the tense consonants [red dots in Fig. 3(a)] are distinguished from lax consonants [blue dots in Fig. 3(a)] by their high f 0 and by their larynx position values (all at p < 0.05). The other two speakers show similar patterns (figure not given), exhibiting the strong positive correlation between f 0 and vertical larynx
height and the similarity between the tonal patterns and vertical larynx movement (i.e.,
tense > lax). As such, ACT can contribute to an understanding of the articulatory
mechanisms that express consonantally contrastive f 0 organization.
4.2 Glottalic consonants in Hausa
Ejectives and implosives are reported to involve relatively rapid raising and lowering
of the larynx, respectively (Maddieson and Ladefoged, 1996). Hausa has both ejectives
and implosives in its consonant inventory and, as such, can serve as a testing ground
for the use of ACT to elucidate the laryngeal mechanism in the production of these
glottalic consonants. Although there have been previous attempts to quantify vertical
larynx movement in the production of glottalic consonants, they use either “tutorial”
production data from phoneticians (Shosted et al., 2011) or non-speech examples, such

Fig. 3. (Color online) (a) Correlation between f0 and the corresponding vertical larynx (black dotted line:
regression line, gray dots: values measured from all the voiced intervals) and f0 and the corresponding vertical
larynx centroid values for tense (red dots) vs lax (blue dots) from a female speaker of Seoul Korean, (b) sample
vertical larynx movement time functions in Hausa ejective /k’/ (red line) and implosive /‚/ (gray line), and (c)
vertical larynx position at movement maximum in Hausa ejectives (/s’, k’, kw’/) and implosives (/‚, º/) (box
heights: interquartile range [IQR], white dots: means; gray dots: outliers; horizontal lines: medians; vertical line
heights: intervals between minimum and maximum values within 1.5  IQR).
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as beatboxing (Proctor et al., 2013). Additionally, previous studies using an electromagnetic articulography (Shosted et al., 2011) are limited to inferring larynx movement
from external neck markers. The current work uses ACT and presents a sample rtMRI
data analysis of glottalic consonant productions from a native Hausa speaker (female).
Sentences with varying glottalic consonants such as ejectives (/s’, k’, kw’/) and implosives (/‚, º/) in a controlled vocalic and tonal frame were elicited.
Figure 3(b) shows vertical larynx movement patterns during multiple productions of ejective /k’/ (red line) and implosive /‚/ (dark gray line). (Trajectories are
aligned by the vertical larynx movement onset time points, identified by an analysis
algorithm that uses articulator trajectory velocity [see Tiede, 2010]). The upper panel
of Fig. 3(b) shows that the larynx trajectories for ejective consonants (red line) have an
upward movement. On the other hand, implosive consonants manifest the opposite
patterns, i.e., larynx lowering. Figure 3(c) shows the box plots of the vertical larynx
position at laryngeal movement maximum in ejectives (/s’, k’, kw’/) and implosives (/‚,
º/). This indicates, as expected, that the vertical larynx position achieved for ejectives
is significantly higher than that of implosives [ejectives > implosives: t(43.93) ¼ 7.33,
p < 0.05]. As such, the bidirectionality of the vertical larynx movement as well as the
positional (height) differences between ejectives and implosives are sensibly, adequately, and informatively quantified by ACT.
5. Summary and future directions
The current work proposes a novel MATLAB-based application tool, ACT, that provides
fast and efficient movement tracking of dynamic image data to facilitate articulatory
image processing and analysis. The ACT image processing tool is shown to enable the
spatiotemporal quantification of previously undocumented articulatory actions. The
tool allows for the increased automating of speech movement analysis in real-time
dynamic image data. ACT’s intensity centroid tracking algorithm is especially advantageous for analyzing speech dynamics of non-constriction-based articulator actions,
obtaining the articulatory object’s temporal information (e.g., movement duration and
speed) as well as spatial information (e.g., movement magnitude).
In addition to the larynx vertical actions, ACT is also well suited to quantifying other (non-constriction) articulatory movements, such as velum lowering for nasals,
longitudinal laryngeal movement for voicing, pharyngeal expansion (e.g., ATR/RTR),
and jaw movement. The ACT tool can be used with publicly available rtMRI data
(Narayanan et al., 2014; Toutios et al., 2016; Sorensen et al., 2017). Furthermore,
ACT is not limited to analyzing speech but can be extended to quantifying nonlinguistic oral behaviors such as yawning, coughing, swallowing (Zu et al., 2013), and
use of mouthpiece instruments (Iltis et al., 2015). Last, the tool can be applicable to
speech imaging data other than rtMRI, such as ultrasound (Whalen et al., 2005) or x
ray (Munhall et al., 1995), as long as there is dynamic movement of distinguishable
objects. The current version of the ACT tool has been developed with MATLAB, and its
release and subsequent revisions will continue to make it accessible to a broad range
of speech production and image processing laboratories.
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